PRESSEMITTEILUNG
W-FILTER GmbH donates to Kinderhospiz Sterntaler e.V.
Speyer, May 2019 – A generous donation form W-FILTER had been warmly received by Kinderhospiz Sterntaler e.V.
Together with Stefanie Seiler,
the newly appointed mayor of
Speyer, a donation cheque of
EUR 500. - had been handed
over by Dirk Waldow, the
owner and managing director
of

W-FILTER

to

Linnford

Nnoli, the speaker and head of
public relations of the Kinderhospiz Sterntaler e.V.

„The support of such important institutions should be a key issue of our societies“,
notes Stefanie Seiler and underlines the importance of all social professions and the
extraordinary commitment and dedication of all staff members of the Kinderhospiz. The
donation campaign of W-FILTER was highly welcomed by the major and hence her
attendance immediately confirmed at the location.
Linnford Nnoli explained the content and activities of the association, which supports
families, whose children are life-shorteningly and incurably ill und accompanies them
on their burdensome way.
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The excursion started at the premises of the institution, which is located in a former
mill in Dudenhofen and concluded at the just as impressive new building. Stationary
Kinderhospiz provides all parents, Sterntaler-kids and their siblings a homely and loving atmosphere.
„We are thankful to the support of the donors, who make a valuable contribution and
enabling the necessary resources for maintenance as well as needed and sensible
renewals“, notes the Sterntaler-Speaker in connection with the hand-over of the
cheque. In addition to our ambassadors, we are pleased the importance is also underlined by the city and municipals and explicitly by the major of Speyer“, added Linnford
Nnoli.
„I am thankful being able to celebrate my 50th birthday healthy this year and would like
to give something back to the society with this donation. Especially to a group of people
who ought not to be able to celebrate such an event“, reaffirmed Dirk Waldow his commitment. With great interest did he follow the explanations of Linnford Nnoli together
with Stefanie Seiler.
„It is highly impressive to see, in which familiar environment each person brings in
themselves – even while doing my community service (ISB) caring for handicapped
people, I was able to experience this kind of spirit”, added the socially committed business owner. „I am honored having been able to jointly hand-over the donation cheque
with the mayor of Speyer, which confirms the support on a personal and corporate
level but also the importance and the consent from the region“, declares the head of
the family business.

***

Learn more about the competence of W-FILTER in your future projects by increasing
plant and energy efficiency.

For further information scan this QR-Code
Or visit our website: www.w-filter.com
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###

W-FILTER is developing, manufacturing and supplying filter systems for cleaning liquid
and gaseous media protecting plants and its components. The product portfolio covers
strainers, basket strainers, pot strainers, dual filters and start-up filters in welded construction.
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